Munster Technological University
CAO Alert List for Entry 2022
(Revised 1st of June 2022).

CIT and ITT Merger January 2021 – important information re codes:
CAO Handbook. A guide to following the codes that are set up for the new entity:
MT 8xx and MT 9xx – for Level 8 programmes
MT7xx and MT5xx – for level 7 programmes
MT 6xx for Level 6 programmes

We have a number of exciting New Courses to the CAO Handbook
These may be added through Change of Mind also for entry Sept 2022

MT 844: Smart Product Engineering L8 (Cork Campus)
The Smart Product Engineering programme recognises the need for smart product engineers to integrate the competence of a variety of disciplines using a system engineering approach to both understand and meet user requirements.

The programme employs a novel teaching and learning approach focussed on developing product solutions from the outset whereas existing programmes tend to start with component analysis and building up to system development.

The programme delivery supports this teaching and learning approach with practical, studio-based projects and assessments giving students the opportunity to combine electronic engineering with manufacturing techniques and design methodologies to develop products and systems to meet customer requirements in authentic product development experiences.

This is the link for further information:

CIT - Cork Institute of Technology - Smart Product Engineering (BEng Honours)

MT 915: Coaching Science and Sports Pedagogy Cork Campus
Provides graduates with relevant knowledge, skills and competences to work as professionals in a wide range of sports coaching, athletic development, and health and wellbeing settings.

Entry Criteria 2 H5 and 406/H7 – and GV
Exposes students to the post primary settings over a 12-week period.
Potential outcome to pursue PME Physical Education. Recognised by the Teachers Council of Ireland for the PE modules – Application for the PME is independent and is not a protected pathway

**MT 930: B.A. Home Economics and Business - Cork Campus**

H5 in 2 in subjects and a H5 in Lab Science (Chemistry, Agri-science, biology etc. or Home Economics

The students take a total of 3 years to Honours L8 at MTU Cork, with protected pathway to P.M.E. in UCC.

This programme is specifically designed to prepare graduates to develop expertise in the areas of Home Economics and Business. Protected pathway i.e. H2.2. can progress to the PME

**MT 946: Global Business and Pilot Studies (Restricted) Cork Campus**

4-year programme with the following entry criteria: 2 x H5 and 4 O6/H7 to include English or Irish and Maths. This is a **Restricted course** and applicants must also complete an assessment by the approved training Organisation partner – Atlantic Flight Training Academy – AFTA.

This may include a simulator assessment, an interview and a medical assessment. For more information on this please, visit the AFTA web site – How to become a pilot.

The qualification offers International recognition as an airline pilot

Note: there is a substantial non-standard cost associated with completing this programme as the aviation aspect of the programme is not covered by Government supports. This must be considered by all applicants.

Year 1 in Cork Campus

Year 2 and 3 in Cork Airport

Year 4 blended \Learning Airport, but completing Business on line

Cost year 1 €3007.

Cost Year 2 and 3 - €79,000 – may be paid in instalments to AFTA, and is not funded by the Government. This cost is for two years in total.

Year 4 - €3,500. (Other small costs also apply – licence, medical etc.)

Student enjoys full entitlements for 4 years at Cork Campus
MT 556 Bachelor of Arts in Food, Business, Innovation - Kerry Campus

Standard entry criteria i.e. a minimum of 5 passes including English or Irish and Math, and 3 other subjects

The modules on this programme reflect the global nature of the food industry and the vast opportunities in this area from home grown entrepreneur to global development. Practical modules – culinary to production and design and innovation and development of business

Year 1 Culinary

Year 2 Development of Pop up restaurant concept

Year 3 Food industry Project – from development to delivery in the office.

Career prospects – Food Business Management, Food product design, Food retail organisation, produce sales and marketing, gastro pubs etc

RE Name Change and enhancements to Course on the Cork Campus

MT551 has had a name change from Bachelor of Business Administration

To: Bachelor of Business Technology and Communication

MT551 – Bachelor of Business in Business Technology and Communications

Along with the name change there have been some key changes to course content.

The Business Technology and Communications programme will provide students with a unique blend of technology, communication skills and general business knowledge required for work in a technology driven business environment.

This is a practical, skills-focused programme, exposing students to the most up-to-date technologies which will allow graduates to work as individuals or in a collaborative team across business disciplines.
MT551 – Key Changes:

- Revised programme schedule with the introduction of new modules: Communications with Technology, Business Collaboration, Effective Communication, Media Publishing for Business and Integrated Financial Systems.
- Technology is embedded throughout the programme and students will significantly enhance their IT Skills including the use of MS Office applications and other collaborative technologies such as Zoom and Slack.
- Students’ ability to summarise information and deliver effective individual and team presentations to live online and offline audiences will be developed to a high standard.
- Students will have the opportunity to study business modules in Management, Marketing, Human Resource Management, Supply Chain, Accounting, Digital Marketing, Web Design, and many more.

RE New Courses and QQI Links –

QQI-FET links are available on the CAO website and we also accept mature and other non-standard applicants.

School Liaison Officer with the Kerry Campus for School visits (details below)

Special Maths/Second Chance Maths Examinations

This is normally offered the Tuesday following the Round 1 CAO offers. Details will be posted on the MTU website as soon as the Round One offer date has been agreed. It is anticipated that there will be one exam this year for all campuses.

Cancelled Courses for 2022

MT855 B.Sc. Hons in Construction Management
MT755 B.Sc. in Construction Management
MT835 B.Sc. Hons in Manufacturing

Advanced Entry to the MTU Kerry Campus for entry 2022

The Kerry Campus will offer advanced entry via CAO for most of its programmes in line with the Cork Campuses. Applications are open until the 30th of July.
Cork School of Music Changes to Entry Requirements

- MT 936 – Music
- MT 937 – Popular Music
- MT 939 – Theatre and Drama Studies

The entry criteria for this is currently being reviewed and it has to be confirmed that all the CSN courses require minimum entry requirements and entry based on an Entrance Assessment score.

Open Days in the Cork and Kerry Campuses

Cork – Our open week is completed, but you contact Mary Pat O Connor, School Liaison Officer with the Cork Campus for School visits (details below)

Open Day - Kerry Campus

Kerry - Our open week is completed, but you contact Ms Carol Fitzgerald, School Liaison Officers:

Cork Campus: MaryPat.OConnor@mtu.ie
Tralee Campus: Carol.Fitzgerald@mtu.ie

Admissions Officers:

Cork Campus: Lillian.Griffin@mtu.ie
Kerry Campus: Lucy.Fitzell@mtu.ie;